This paper evaluates the informativeness of analysts' ratings and earnings forecast information contained in analyst reports beyond what is publicly provided by management earnings forecasts. Using only analyst reports that have been released practically simultaneously with management forecasts, I find that both analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts have incremental information content conditional on management forecasts. Further analysis also reveals that analysts' earnings forecasts are significantly more accurate than concurrently-announced management earnings forecasts. Overall, the findings in this paper present strong evidence that analysts offer informational value to the market beyond information that is provided by company management.
Introduction
Analyst reports provided by equity analysts are commonly used in the major stock markets of the world. Although the history of the so-called Western-style analyst reports in Japan is relatively short, they have been available since 1993 when Nomura Research Institute began publishing them. Numerous other stock brokerage firms soon followed suit. As of September 2007, 36 brokerage firms own equity research divisions or research institutes in Japan, with over 800 equity analysts belonging to these firms (Analyst Directory 2007; Nikkei Research Inc.) . Most global investment banks, including Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, and Credit Suisse are among these firms.
Analyst reports are the final products of a process involving the collection, evaluation, and dissemination of information related to firms' future prospects, and those published in Japan are comparable to those in other countries.
1 However, there is one unique feature of the analyst reports published in Japan that is not found in other countries: they include information on current management earnings forecasts along with analysts' earnings forecasts. This is because listed firms in Japan are required to provide forecasts of next year's earnings under the disclosure guidelines prescribed by Japanese stock exchanges; therefore, management forecast information is publicly available. This practice dates to 1974, when the Tokyo Stock Exchange sent a letter to listed firms requesting the disclosure of forecasts of key accounting information. After some changes in the disclosure guidelines, Japanese corporate managers are now required to provide annual forecasts of next year's sales, operating profit, recurring profit, net income, and dividends at quarterly and annual earnings announcements. In addition to periodic disclosure at earnings announcements, Japanese managers are also required to announce revised forecasts immediately when there is a significant change in previously published forecasts (e.g., ±10% of a sales forecast, ±30% of an earnings forecast, any change in a dividends forecast). This unique feature of analyst reports published in Japan motivated me to undertake this study.
Security analyst reports have been the subject of extensive empirical study over the past three decades. Many of these studies have investigated the stock market's reaction to the release of information contained in analyst reports using a short event window; these are often called information content studies. However, most information content studies on analyst reports assume that the reports provide new information to the market and are not concurrent with other public releases. If this assumption does not hold, there is a possibility that analysts are merely publicizing or reiterating information that is already public. This possibility is not well considered in the current literature (Asquith, Mikhail, and Au, 2005) . This paper investigates the informativeness of analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts conditional on the information contained in management earnings forecasts. I use 2,277 analyst reports publicized for the two-year period from July 2005 through June 2007 about 399 firms. I first replicate previous studies and find that both analysts' ratings and earnings forecast revisions provide independent information to the stock market. Then, I examine the timing of the publication of analyst reports relative to the announcement of management earnings forecasts. Investigating the timing of the release of analyst reports helps understand the value that analysts bring to the market. First, analysts' value may lie in their ability to interpret publicly available information through their expertise. Second, analysts' service may lie in their ability to collect and process a wide variety of information through independent research (Park and Pincus, 2000; Ivković and Jegadeesh, 2004) . While analysts' roles as collectors of new information are well documented in the literature, their roles as interpreters of public information have not been thoroughly explored. Corporate insiders' views of future earnings are probably one of the most important sources of public information. Thus, investigating the informativeness of information contained in analyst reports after controlling for the impact of management forecasts will help shed light on whether analysts possess valuable expertise to interpret public information.
After examining the timing of the publication of analyst reports, I find that over half of the analyst reports are issued on the day after the announcement of management earnings forecasts. These analyst reports are released almost simultaneously with management forecasts because the announcement of management forecasts usually takes place after the market closes, and analyst reports are disseminated to clients before the market opens the next day. Thereafter, I investigate the informativeness of analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts on the subsample of concurrently released analyst reports, and find that both analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts have incremental information content beyond information provided by management earnings forecasts. Controlling for the impact of actual earnings surprises does not alter the results. These findings suggest that the stock market considers the information contained in analyst reports more credible than that in management forecasts.
In order to gain insights into the market's reliance on analysts' forecasts, I examine the ex post forecast accuracy of management earnings forecasts and concurrently released analysts' earnings forecasts. The results reveal that analysts' forecasts are significantly more accurate than management forecasts. This may offer a clue to why the market relies more on analysts' outlooks than corporate managers' views of future earnings. Security analysts appear to possess expertise to process public information and supply the market with new analysis and assessment on a company's future performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. The next section summarizes prior research. Section 3 describes the data and the sample. Section 4 discusses the empirical results. Section 5 provides the results of a battery of sensitivity tests. The last section presents the conclusion.
Prior Research
Early research on analyst reports investigates the information content of analysts' stock ratings and earnings forecasts separately. For example, Elton, Gruber, and Grossman (1986) examine the market reaction to analysts' rating changes using monthly returns, and find that upgrades to strong buy earn an average abnormal return of 1.91%, while downgrades to strong sell produce an average abnormal return of -0.38% in the month of rating changes. Womack (1996) examines not only stock price reactions but also volume reactions to stock rating changes to and from the most extreme buy and sell categories. He finds that upgrades to the buy rating and downgrades to the sell rating earn size-adjusted returns of 3.0% and -4.7%, respectively, and generate 190% and 300% of normal volume, respectively, in the three-day event period surrounding the release of rating changes. Other studies investigating changes in analysts' ratings also find positive associations between abnormal returns and the direction of the rating change (Barber, Lehavy, McNichols, and Trueman, 2001; Ivković and Jegadeesh, 2004) .
The information content of analysts' earnings forecasts has also been extensively investigated. Abdel-khalik and Ajinkya (1982) examine the impact of 288 earnings forecast revisions by Merrill Lynch analysts on stock prices for the 1977-78 period and find significant abnormal returns during the publication week of the revisions. Studies using larger sample sizes also document evidence consistent with analysts' earnings forecast revisions having information content (Lys and Sohn, 1990; Stickel, 1991) .
More recent research has simultaneously examined the information content of analysts' ratings, earnings forecasts, and other elements in the reports. For example, Francis and Soffer (1997) examine the relative informativeness of analysts' ratings and earnings forecast revisions and find that analysts' rating changes and earnings forecast revisions both affect stock prices. Stickel (1995) also investigates the information content of analysts' ratings and earnings forecast revisions using almost 17,000 observations and obtain results consistent with the Francis and Soffer study. He also finds that the magnitude of the recommendation revision, reputation of the analyst, size of the brokerage house, and size of the sample firm all influence stock prices. Brav and Lehavy (2003) extend Francis and Soffer's work by incorporating target prices as a source of information. Their evidence indicates that target price revisions are informative and provide significant incremental information over and above that contained in analysts' stock ratings and earnings forecast revisions. Moreover, Asquith et al. (2005) consider the written content of a report in conjunction with the three summary measures: analysts' ratings, earnings forecasts, and target prices. After a thorough investigation of 1,126 analyst reports, they find that the strength of analysts' arguments provide significant information to the market beyond the three summary variables. Thus, the information content of analyst reports has been widely investigated. However, these information content studies assume that the publication of analyst reports does not occur with other public releases. If this is not the case, there is a possibility that the observed market reaction is triggered by the information in public releases and not by that in analyst reports. In order to deal with this concurrent event problem, many studies rerun the analysis in the robustness tests on the subsample of observations that occur independently (Francis and Soffer, 1997; Brav and Lehavy, 2003; Asquith et al., 2005) . In this paper, instead of circumventing the problem of simultaneous public announcements by using a subsample, I directly control for the impact of public releases and examine the incremental informativeness of analyst reports.
My work also relates to a stream of research that investigates the value that analysts bring to the market. Ivković and Jegadeesh (2004) document that the information content of analysts' rating changes and earnings forecast revisions is the weakest during the week after earnings announcement and increases through the final week before the next earnings announcement. On the basis of this finding, they conjecture that the value of analysts' stock ratings and earnings forecasts stems more from their independent collection of information than from their interpretation of public information. However, they exclude from their analysis the analysts' rating changes and earnings forecast revisions that occur around the earnings announcement date, which accounts for approximately 25% of the entire sample, citing difficulty in disentangling the price reaction. Asquith et al. (2005) also find that 53% of the 1,126 analyst reports examined are published around the dates of other public releases, particularly earnings announcements. They analyze these reports and obtain statistically weaker but significant results supporting the informativeness of analyst reports. On the basis of the results obtained, Asquith et al. surmise that analysts have a role in interpreting other public releases. However, since they did not directly control for the impact of other simultaneous announcements, they could not clearly determine whether the market reaction was triggered by information from analyst reports or from concurrent public releases. Thus, they suggest that future studies on analyst reports should address the question of whether these analyst reports with other information releases contain new or merely interpretive information. In this study, I focus on the analyst reports that are contemporaneous with one of the most important releases of public information to the market-earnings guidance provided by management-in order to investigate whether analysts add value to the market beyond what is publicly disseminated by corporate managers.
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Sample and Data
In this study, I examined 2,405 analyst reports provided by one of the three leading brokerage firms in Japan for the two-year period from July 2005 through June 2007. Other data necessary to carry out the empirical tests in the following sections are collected from NEEDS-FinancialQUEST, a commercial database provided by Nikkei Media Marketing Inc., and Kaisha Shikihou ( Japan Company Handbook), a quarterly publication on listed firms in Japan issued by Toyo Keizai Inc.
The analyst reports cover 442 firms and are written by 52 sell-side analysts. Of the 2,405 analyst reports, 127 are initiations of coverage and one is a stoppage of coverage, and these are omitted from the sample. This leads to a final sample of 2,277 analyst reports for 399 firms written by 51 sell-side analysts. The number of reports per analyst varies from 1 to 167, with a mean (median) of 48.9 (26.0) reports.
2 The number of reports per sample firm also varies from 1 to 18, with a mean (median) of 5.7 (6.0) reports.
In order to identify the characteristics of firms that analysts follow, the stock trading markets on which the sample firms are listed are presented in Panel A of Table 1 . The far-right column of Panel A shows the breakdown of all listed firms as of June 2007 for referrence purposes. Of the 399 sample firms, 349 (87.5%) are listed on the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), while only 1,734 (44.0%) of all listed firms are traded on the first section of the TSE. The first section of the TSE comprises blue-chip companies in Japan and is by far Japan's largest stock trading market, accounting for over 90% of the nation's stock trading (93.3% of the trading volume and 92.5% of the trading value in 2007). Thus, the high concentration of sample firms on the first section of the TSE clearly indicates the tendency for analysts to cover large firms.
2 When analyst reports are written by multiple analysts, they are counted multiple times. The industry classification of the sample firms is also shown in Panel B along with the breakdown of all listed firms. Sample firms in Pharmaceuticals, Electric Appliances, and Transportation Equipment have ratios almost twice as high as those of all listed firms. As an export-oriented country, many household-name companies in Japan, such as Toyota, Honda, Sony, Panasonic, and Takeda Pharmaceutical, belong to these industries. In addition, 131 of the 399 sample firms are used to calculate Japan's benchmark Nikkei 225 stock index. Taken together, the sample firms that analysts follow tend to be large, well-known blue-chip companies in Japan.
The analyst reports in this study use a five-category system to rate stocks (strong buy, buy, hold, sell, and strong sell). Table 2 presents the matrix of 2,277 changes in analysts' ratings. The bottom row of the table shows that 9.4% of current analysts' ratings are strong buy, 36.7% are buy, 49.2% are hold, 4.7% are sell, and none of the analysts' ratings is strong sell. This finding is consistent with many other studies. Analysts appear to be reluctant to issue sell or strong sell ratings. Further, Table 2 also shows that there are 101 upgrades, 146 downgrades, and 1,980 reiterations. It appears that analysts are also hesitant to change analysts' ratings. In the following tests, I combine hold and sell ratings into one category and convert the five-category system into a three-category system (strong buy, buy, and hold/sell).
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In addition to stock ratings, analysts also provide forecasts of key accounting figures for one or more future years. The key accounting figures include sales, operating profit, recurring profit, net income, EPS, CFPS, and dividends per share. In the following analysis, I use only sales, operating profit, recurring profit, and net income. Table 3 summarizes the frequency of sales and earnings forecast revisions as well as forecast horizons. Forecast horizons vary from one-year ahead to three-years ahead. The one-year-ahead forecast is defined as the earliest year for which actual earnings had not been announced by the sample firm. Of the 2,277 analyst reports examined, 2,053 reports provide one-year-ahead forecasts, 1,977 reports provide two-year-ahead forecasts, and only 596 reports supply three-year-ahead forecasts. I do not calculate sales and earnings forecast revisions from two successive in time reports because occasionally analysts do not write reports on the same firm for months. Therefore, when previous sales and earnings forecasts are not reported in a single analyst report, the report is treated as missing sales and earnings forecasts. With regard to the 2,053 one-year-ahead sales forecasts, 995 (48.5%) are upward revisions, 622 (30.3%) are unchanged from previous forecasts, and 436 (21.2%) are downward revisions. In sales forecasts, the number of upward revisions is more than twice the number of downward revisions. The forecast revisions of three types of earnings forecasts, operating profit, recurring profit, and net income, are more evenly distributed. For example, of the 2,053 one-year-ahead operating profit forecasts, 739 (36.0%) are upward revisions, 662 (32.2%) are unchanged from previous forecasts, and 652 (31.8%) are downward revisions. The distribution of two-and three-year-ahead forecast revisions of earnings forecasts are similar to that of one-year-ahead forecast revisions. It appears that analysts simultaneously change the three types of earnings forecasts in the same direction.
One noticeable finding that is evident from Table 3 is that there are fewer reiterations in sales and earnings forecasts than stock ratings. Approximately 30% of sales and earnings forecasts are unchanged from previous forecasts, while over 80% of stock ratings are reiterations. This suggests that it takes more for analysts to change stock ratings than to revise sales and earnings forecasts. 
Empirical Results
Information Content of Analysts' Stock Ratings
First, I investigate the share price reaction to the release of analysts' stock rating information. The market reaction to an analyst report published on day 0 is measured as the compounded abnormal return over days 0 to +1, CAR (0,+1) . This allows for a possible delay in the market's reaction to the release of new information contained in analyst reports. 4 Daily abnormal returns are calculated using the conventional market model (Campbell, Lo, and McKinlay, 1996; MacKinlay, 1997) . The market model parameters are generated from a 100-day estimation period from 130 trading days through 31 trading days before the release of the analyst report.
The market reactions to analysts' rating changes, analysts' rating levels, and both analysts' rating changes and levels are investigated using the following regressions.
CAR (0,+1) = a 1 STRBUY + a 2 BUY + a 3 HOLDESELL + e , and (1b)
where UPGRADE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded and zero otherwise, REITERATE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' rating are unchanged and zero otherwise, DNGRADE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded and zero otherwise, STRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are strong buy and zero otherwise, BUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are buy and zero otherwise, HOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are hold or sell and zero otherwise, UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise, REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, and DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise. The estimated results of Eqs. (1a), (1b), and (1c) are presented in Panel A of Table 4 . The results of Eq. (1a) indicate that the ordering of market reactions to stock rating changes is consistent with expectations (UPGRADE > REITERATE > DOWNGRADE). The estimated coefficients show that upgrades, reiterations, and downgrades are associated with average market responses of 4.54%, 0.36%, and −4.18%, respectively, and are all statistically significant at the 1% level. The results of estimating Eq. (1b) also exhibit the expected ordering of coefficients (STRBUY > BUY > HOLDSELL). Strong 
Panel B: F tests for the Incremental Information Content of Rating Changes and Levels
Informativeness of rating changes conditional on rating levels: (1b) 
where CAR (0,+1) is the cumulative abnormal stock return (raw return minus the market model predicted return) over a two day window comprising the day of the analyst report release and the following trading day, UPGRADE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded and zero otherwise, REITERATE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged and zero otherwise, DNGRADE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded and zero otherwise, STRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are strong buy and zero otherwise, BUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are buy and zero otherwise, HOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are hold or sell and zero otherwise, UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise, REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, and DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise. t-statistics are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. ** and * represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.
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buy and buy ratings are associated with average price increases of 1.92% and 0.75%, respectively, while hold/sell ratings are associated with an average price decline of 0.40%. The estimated coefficients are also all statistically significant at the 1% level.
The results of Eqs. (1a) and (1b) indicate that analysts' stock rating changes and stock rating levels are both individually informative to the market. Eq. (1c) investigates the effects of rating changes and rating levels on market prices conditional on one another. The results of Eq. (1c) display an interesting ordering of estimated coefficients (UPSTRBUY > UPBUY > RESTRBUY > REBUY > REHOLDSELL > DNBUY > DNHOLDSELL). This ordering suggests that the direction of rating changes (upgrade, reiteration, and downgrade) is a more decisive factor in explaining the market reaction than the level of analysts' ratings (strong buy, buy, and hold/sell). However, when the direction of rating changes is the same, the rating level appears to determine the magnitude of the market reaction. For example, when newly released analysts' ratings are unchanged from the previous ratings (RESTRBUY, REBUY, and REHOLDSELL), reiterations of strong buy, buy, and hold/sell ratings are associated with average market responses of 1.54%, 0.52%, and 0.02%, respectively. This is true with rating upgrades as well as rating downgrades. Upgrades to strong buy trigger a higher average price rise than upgrades to buy, 6.35% versus 4.35%, while downgrades to hold/sell evoke a further average price decline than downgrades to buy, −4.57% versus −2.06%.
The F-tests reported in Panel B of Table 4 investigate whether the changes in and levels of analysts' ratings explain stock returns conditional on one another by comparing the explanatory power of Eq. (1c) with that of Eqs. (1b) and (1a). First, if the rating change is an important factor in explaining share price reactions beyond the rating level, then the null hypothesis of UPSTRBUY = RESTRBUY, UPBUY = REBUY = DNBUY, and REHOLDSELL = DNHOLDSELL would be rejected. The F-test comparing the explanatory power of Eq. (1b) with that of Eq. (1c) rejects the null hypothesis at the 1% level (F-statistic = 48.97), which indicates the incremental informativeness of rating changes conditional on rating levels. Next, if the rating level adds explanatory power beyond that conveyed by the rating change, then the null hypothesis of UPSTRBUY = UPBUY, RESTRBUY = REBUY = REHOLDSELL, and DNBUY = DNHOLDSELL would be rejected. The F-test comparing the explanatory power of Eq. (1a) with that of Eq. (1c) rejects the null hypothesis at the 1% level (F-statistic = 3.66), thereby suggesting the incremental informativeness of rating levels conditional on rating changes. Overall, the results of the joint tests in Panel B indicate that both rating changes and rating levels have incremental information content over one another.
Information Content of Analysts' Sales and Earnings Forecasts
Next, I investigate the share price reaction to the release of analysts' sales and earnings forecast information. The sales and earnings forecast revisions are defined as
Current analyst forecast − Previous analyst forecast Forecast Revison = MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year ,
where both current and previous analysts' forecasts are one-year-ahead sales and earnings forecasts reported in a single analyst report. Using the forecast revisions defined above, the following regressions are estimated.
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CAR (0,+1) = β 0 + β 1 ΔNETINCOME + e , and (2d)
where ΔSALES is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead sales forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, ΔOPEPROFIT is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead operating profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, ΔRECURPROFIT is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead recurring profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, and ΔNETINCOME is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead net income forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year.
The results of estimating Eqs. (2a) through (2e) are presented in Table 5 . The estimated coefficients of Eqs. (2a) through (2d) are all statistically significantly positive at the 5% level or higher, which suggests that sales and the three types of earnings forecasts are all informative to the stock market on a stand-alone basis. However, in terms of the explanatory power of these regressions, ΔRECURPROFIT has the highest adj.R 2 value, 0.0807, followed by 0.0760 for ΔOPEPROFIT, 0.0282 for ΔNETINCOME, and 0.0058 for ΔSALES. It appears that analysts' recurring profit forecasts are more informative to the market than sales and other earnings forecasts. When all four variables (ΔSALES, ΔOPEPROFIT, ΔRECURPROFIT, and ΔNETINCOME) are included in the regression model (2e), only the estimated coefficient of ΔRECURPROFIT remains statistically significant, 0.7330 (t-statistic = 2.99), while those of other variables become insignificant.
The results of both univariate and multivariate tests indicate that among analysts' sales and the three types of earnings forecasts, recurring profit forecasts provide the most valuable information to the market. On the basis of this finding, I use analysts' recurring profit forecasts as analysts' earnings forecasts in the following analysis.
Information Content of Analysts' Stock Ratings and Earnings Forecasts
Thus far, the analysis has investigated the information content of analysts' stock ratings and earnings forecast revisions separately. In this section, I examine the market reaction to analysts' rating changes, rating levels, and earnings forecast revisions, each of which is conditional on the others. I augment Eq. (1c) by adding revisions of analysts' one-year-ahead recurring profit forecasts (ΔRECURPROFIT), which I use here as a proxy for analysts' earnings forecast revisions (ΔAEF ).
where UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise,
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REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise, and ΔAEF is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead recurring profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. The estimated results of Eq. (3) are presented in the third column of Panel A of Table 6 . The first and second columns of Panel A show the estimated results of Eqs. (1c) and (2c) for reference purposes. The results of Eq. (3) do not materially differ from the combined results of Eqs. (1c) and (2c). The ordering of the estimated coefficients for analysts' rating variables remains the same, UPSTRBUY > UPBUY > RESTRBUY > REBUY > REHOLDSELL > DNBUY > DNHOLDSELL, which indicates the primary and secondary roles that rating changes and rating levels play in explaining stock price reactions. The estimated coefficient of ΔAEF is also statistically significantly positive, 0.6762 (t-statistic = 3.66), thereby suggesting the informativeness of analysts' earnings forecast revisions after controlling for the information in analysts' ratings. 
where CAR (0,+1) is the cumulative abnormal stock return (raw return minus the market model predicted return) over a two day window comprising the day of the analyst report release and the following trading day, ΔSALES is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead sales forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, ΔOPEPROFIT is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead operating profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, ΔRECURPROFIT is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead recurring profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, and ΔNETINCOME is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead net income forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. t-statistics are provided in parentheses below the coefficient estimates and are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. ** and * represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.
In order to further examine the incremental information content of rating changes and rating levels, two F-tests are conducted and the results are reported in Panel B of Table 6 . The first F-test investigates the incremental informativeness of rating changes conditional on rating levels and analysts' earnings forecast revisions, and the second F-test examines the incremental informativeness of rating levels conditional on rating changes and analysts' earnings forecast revisions. The two 
CAR (0,+1) = β 0 + β 1 ΔAEF + e , and (2c)
where CAR (0,+1) is the cumulative abnormal stock return (raw return minus the market model predicted return) over a two day window comprising the day of the analyst report release and the following trading day, UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise, REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise, and ΔAEF is a revision of analysts' one-year-ahead recurring profit forecasts deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. t-statistics are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. ** and * represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.
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F-statistics in Panel B, 33.82 and 2.44, both reject the null hypotheses of no incremental information content of rating changes and rating levels at the 5% level or higher. Overall, these results indicate that neither analysts' stock ratings nor analysts' earnings forecast revisions subsume the information of the other.
Timing and Frequency of Analyst Report Publications
Most analyst reports published in Japan include information on management sales and earnings forecasts along with analysts' forecasts. In fact, of the 2,053 analyst reports examined, 2,037 (99.2%) contained the figures of the most recently publicized management forecasts. This is because Japanese firms are required by the stock exchange disclosure guidelines to provide one-year-ahead sales and earnings forecasts at quarterly and annual earnings announcements. In addition, when a significant change in previously published forecasts arises (±10% of sales forecasts, ±30% of earnings forecasts), corporate managers in Japan are required to announce revised forecasts immediately. A survey conducted in 2006 reveales that 3,790 of the 3,831 listed firms (98.9%) provided management forecasts in that year. Thus, management forecasts are publicly available in Japan and existing evidence documents that they provide valuable information to financial analysts and investors (Conroy, Harris, and Park, 1998; Conroy, Eades, and Harris, 2000; Ota, 2010) .
This section examines the timing and frequency of analyst report publications relative to the announcement dates of management earnings forecasts. I compute the number of trading days between the analyst report publication date and the previously and subsequently announced management forecast date. Figure 1(A) presents the frequency of analyst reports at various points in time relative to the following announcement of management forecasts. It is clear from the figure that few reports are published before the releases of management forecasts. In fact, only 43 of the 2,037 analyst reports are published within 10 trading days (two weeks) before the release of management forecasts. The figure also reveals that the issuance of analyst reports is concentrated in the interval between 50 and 69 trading days before the release of the following management forecasts. The average (median) number of trading days between the analyst report publication date and the subsequent management forecast announcement date is 55.9 (58.0). Figure 1 (B) presents the frequency of analyst reports at various points in time relative to the most recently announced management forecasts. It is evident from the figure that over half of the analyst reports (1,062 of 2,037 or 52.1% of all reports) are published on the day after the management forecast announcement. A high frequency of analyst report publications is also observed over the next several days. The average (median) number of trading days between the analyst report publication date and the most recent management forecast announcement date is 10.7 (1.0). The finding that over half of the analyst report publications are driven by the public announcement of management forecasts is not exactly unexpected, as a majority of management forecasts are released at quarterly and annual earnings announcements and earlier studies document that analysts' ratings and earnings forecast revisions are concentrated on the earnings announcement day and following several days (Stickel, 1989; Bowen, Davis, and Matsumoto, 2002; Ivković and Jegadeesh, 2004) . This is also consistent with the finding shown in Figure 1 (A) that a large fraction of analyst reports are published 50 to 69 trading days (10 to 14 weeks) before the following announcement of management forecasts because the length of the period corresponds approximately to the length of a fiscal quarter.
One aspect of the release of management forecasts and analyst reports that requires special attention is the time of day when they are published. Stock exchanges in Japan require listed companies to make timely disclosures of material corporate information such as financial results and Note: This figure presents the frequency of analyst reports at various points in time relative to the following management forecast announcement date. The total number of analyst reports with management forecast information is 2,037.
Note: This figure presents the frequency of analyst reports at various points in time relative to the most recent management forecast announcement date. The total number of analyst reports with management forecast information is 2,037.
Trading days until the following management forecast announcement
Trading days after the previous management forecast announcement 
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forecasts through the Timely Disclosure Network (TDnet). Once the information is disclosed on TDnet for public inspection, trading in shares based on the information is exempt from the insider trading regulation. The Company Announcement Disclosure Service, which is a part of TDnet, keeps records of such disclosed information, and the database shows that the vast majority of company announcements are made public after the market closes at 3 p.m. and particularly on Fridays. This is presumably done to give the market sufficient time to digest newly released information and to avoid sudden fluctuations in stock prices. As a result, there is a one-day discrepancy between the management forecast announcement date and the date when the market actually incorporates the information. On the other hand, analyst reports are usually prepared and disseminated to clients in the early morning before the market opens at 9 a.m. Thus, the 1,062 analyst reports that are published the day after the announcement of management forecasts are released practically simultaneously with management forecasts.
Information Content of Analysts' Forecasts in the Presence of Concurrently Announced Management Forecasts
In the following sections, I use the subsample of analyst reports published the day after the announcement of management forecasts, which are the 1,062 analyst reports in Figure 1 (B). The simultaneously announced subsample provides an ideal opportunity, with less concern for other events taking place, to investigate the incremental information content of analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts conditional on the publicly available management forecast information. There are three cases where concurrent announcements occur, and different treatments must be applied in each case.
Case 1: Simultaneous releases of analyst reports and management forecasts at quarterly earnings announcements.
This is probably the most contaminated case of the three. Since only annual earnings forecasts are provided by both analysts and management, the surprise element in actual quarterly earnings cannot be controlled for. However, it can be argued that if there is a surprise in actual quarterly earnings, it may be reflected in the company's contemporaneously released annual earnings forecasts. Figure 2 (A) illustrates the decomposition of surprise elements at quarterly earnings announcements. I divide the revision of analysts' earnings forecasts, ΔAEF, into two components, ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF. The former is the difference between current management earnings forecasts (MEF) and previous analysts' earnings forecasts (PAEF), and the latter is the difference between current analysts' earnings forecasts (AEF) and current management forecasts (MEF). As with ΔAEF, both variables are deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. The former component represents the surprise element brought by the release of new management earnings forecasts, while the latter captures the surprise element conveyed by the publication of new analysts' earnings forecasts. If analysts' earnings forecasts have informational value beyond concurrently released management earnings forecasts, ΔAEF_MEF will add some explanatory power in explaining share price reactions. I use the following regression model to investigate the impact.
The Japanese Accounting Review, 2 (2012), 87-116 104 where UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value Note: This figure illustrates the decomposition of surprise elements at quarterly earnings announcements (Case 1) and at announcements of revisions of management forecasts (Case 3). ΔMEF_PAEF = MEF − PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF = AEF -MEF, where MEF is management recurring profit forecasts, AEF is analysts' recurring profit forecasts, and PAEF is analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts. All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts and are deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year.
Note: This figure illustrates the decomposition of surprise elements at annual earnings announcements (Case 2). ΔMEF_ PAEF t+1 = MEF t+1 − PAEF t+1 , ΔAEF_MEF t+1 = AEF t+1 -MEF t+1 , and ΔEARNSURP t = E t -PAEF t , where MEF t+1 is management recurring profit forecasts for year t + 1, PAEF t+1 is analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts for year t + 1, AEF t+1 is analysts' recurring profit forecasts for year t + 1, E t is actual recurring profit for year t , and PAEF t is analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts for year t. All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts except for PAEF t+1 , which are two-year-ahead annual forecasts at the time of the publication. All variables are deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. 
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of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise, REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise, ΔMEF_ PAEF is management recurring profit forecasts minus analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts (MEF − PAEF ) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, and ΔAEF_MEF is analysts' recurring profit forecasts minus management recurring profit forecasts (AEF -MEF ) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. All earnings forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts.
Case 2: Simultaneous releases of analyst reports and management forecasts at annual earnings announcements.
This is the most complicated case of the three. In addition to the two types of earnings forecasts for the upcoming year, MEF and AEF, actual earnings for the recently completed year are also announced at the same time. Figure 2 (B) depicts the surprise elements at annual earnings announcements. As with Case 1, I use ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF to capture the surprise components brought by two current earnings forecasts. For the surprise element conveyed by actual earnings, I define ΔEARNSURP as the difference between actual earnings and previous analysts' earnings forecasts for the recently completed year. The following regression is used to assess these impacts.
where ΔEARNSRUP is actual recurring profit for the recently completed year minus previous analysts' recurring profit forecasts for the recently completed year deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the recently completed year. The definitions of other variables are the same as those in Eq. (4).
Case 3: Simultaneous releases of analyst reports and management forecasts at announcements of revisions of management earnings forecasts.
This is the ideal case of the three for inspecting the respective informativeness of analysts' and management earnings forecasts. Companies' managers are required by the disclosure guidelines prescribed by the stock exchanges to announce revised forecasts immediately when there is a significant change in previously published forecasts (±10% of sales forecasts and ±30% of earnings forecasts). Thus, the forecast revisions occur without prior notice and usually without other concurrent announcements. The regression model employed in Case 3 is the same as Case 1, which is Eq. (4). Only the sample observations used for estimation differ between Case 3 and Case 1.
The results of the analysis using the subsample of 1,062 analyst reports issued simultaneously with management forecasts are presented in Table 7 . The first and second columns in Panel A show the results of estimating Eqs. (3) and (4) using all observations in the subsample. Eq. (3) ignores the management earnings forecast information contained in analyst reports and uses revisions of analysts' earnings forecasts, ΔAEF, while Eq. (4) includes the management forecast information and splits ΔAEF into two components, ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF. The estimation results of Eq. (3) are similar to those reported in Table 6 . The estimated coefficient of ΔAEF is significantly positive, 1.3159, indicating the informativeness of analysts' earnings forecasts. The results of Eq. (4) show that the estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF are 1.3464 and 1.1256, respectively, and are both significant at the 1% level. These findings indicate that neither companies' earnings forecasts nor analysts' earnings forecasts subsume the information of the other.
Panel B of Table 7 reports the results of two F-tests that investigate the incremental information content of rating changes and rating levels using Eq. (4) with all observations in the subsample. The first F-test examines the incremental information content of rating changes conditional on rating levels and management and analysts' earnings forecasts. The F-statistic obtained is 13.17, which is significant at the 1% level. This indicates the incremental informativeness of rating changes beyond information contained in rating levels and two types of earnings forecasts. The second F-test investigates the incremental information content of rating levels conditional on rating changes and two types of earnings forecasts. It rejects the null hypothesis of no information content of rating levels at the 10% level (F-statistic = 2.28). These somewhat weaker results of the two F-tests, compared with those reported in Table 6 , may be attributed to the reduction in the sample size. The ordering of the estimated coefficients for analysts' stock rating variables remains the same, UPSTRBUY > UPBUY > RESTRBUY > REBUY > REHOLDSELL > DNBUY > DNHOLDSELL, thereby suggesting the primary and secondary roles of rating changes and rating levels in explaining stock price reactions.
The third, fourth, and fifth columns of Panel A of Table 7 present the estimated results for Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Of the 1,062 analyst reports that are issued contemporaneously with management forecasts, 694 are announced at quarterly earnings announcements (Case 1), 217 at annual earnings announcements (Case 2), and 151 at announcements of revisions of management forecasts (Case 3). The estimation results of Eq. (4) in Case 1 are similar to those with all observations in the second column. The estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF are both significantly positive, 0.9671 and 1.0593, which indicates the incremental informativeness of analysts' earnings forecasts conditional on management earnings forecasts, and vice versa. One notable finding in Case 1 is that adj.R 2 is 0.0977, which is much lower than the other two cases. The low explanatory power in Case 1 may be attributed to the lack of control for the impact of the announcement of actual quarterly earnings.
The estimation results of Eq. (5) in Case 2 reveal that while the estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF are both significantly positive, 1.4973 and 0.9039, the coefficient of ΔEARNSURP is positive, 0.1040, but not statically significant. These findings suggest that the announcement of actual annual earnings does not convey valuable information to the market beyond information contained in corporate managers' next-year earnings forecasts and analysts' forecasts. This is not unpredicted considering the results reported in prior research. For example, Conroy et al. (1998) and Conroy et al. (2000) document that the market reaction to the surprise component of management earnings forecasts is much more pronounced than to the unexpected component of actual earnings at annual earnings announcements. Ota (2010) also finds that the value relevance of actual earnings almost disappears once the impact of management earnings forecasts is accounted for. It appears that the market is more concerned with analysts' and corporate insiders' views of future earnings than the mere publication of historical numbers.
There are only 151 observations for estimating Eq. (4) in Case 3, and they contain neither 
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Panel B: F tests for the Incremental Information Content of Rating Changes and Levels (All Observations)
Informativeness of rating changes conditional on rating levels, analysts' earnings forecasts, and management earnings forecasts 
†
Note: This table presents the results of estimating the following OLS regressions using only the subsample of analyst reports that are publicized simultaneously with management earnings forecasts (1,062 reports).
ΔAEF_MEF + e , and (4)
where ΔMEF_PAEF is management recurring profit forecasts (MEF) minus analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts (PAEF) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, ΔAEF_MEF is analysts' current recurring profit forecasts (AEF) minus management recurring profit forecasts (MEF) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, and ΔEARNSRUP is actual recurring profit for the recently completed year minus previous analysts' recurring profit forecasts for the recently completed year deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the recently completed year. Other variables are defined in Table 6 . t-statistics are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. **, *, and † represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels.
upgrade to strong buy nor downgrade to hold/sell. Thus, the two indicator variables in Eq. (4), UPSTRBUY and DNHOLDSELL, cannot be estimated. As with Cases 1 and 2, the estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF are both significantly positive, 1.4538 and 1.1504, thereby indicating the incremental information content of management and analysts' earnings forecasts conditional on one another. Case 3 also exhibits the highest adj.R 2 value, 0.4419. This may be attributable to the fact that Case 3 provides the most ideal setting for testing the information content of analysts' and management forecasts because no other confounding events take place at non-periodic revisions of management forecasts.
Overall, the results reported in Table 7 indicate that neither companies' earnings forecasts nor concurrently released analysts' earnings forecasts subsume the information of the other. Analysts' stock rating information also possesses incremental information content beyond information provided by the two types of earnings forecasts. These findings suggest that analysts are not merely conveying the information disclosed by managers, but rather are bringing value to the stock market by providing their insights on the firm's future performance. The incremental informativeness of analysts' forecasts in the presence of management forecasts can also be construed as an indication of the stock market relying more on analysts' earnings forecasts than on management earnings forecasts. This possibility is further explored in the next section.
Forecast Accuracy of Previous Analysts' Forecasts, Management Forecasts, and Current Analysts' Forecasts
In this section, I compare the forecast accuracy of previous analysts' forecasts (PAF), management forecasts (MF), and contemporaneously publicized analysts' forecasts (AF) in order to gain insights into the incremental informativeness of AF over MF. Forecast accuracy is measured as the absolute value of the difference between actual and forecasted values deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year.
Actual value − Forecasted value Forecast accuracy =
MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year .
All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts, and the forecasted items that are investigated are sales, operating profit, recurring profit, and net income. The number of observations for each forecasted item differs slightly because managers occasionally disclose forecasts of only certain items. Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics of the forecast accuracy of PAF, MF, and AF. The average (median) forecast accuracy of PAF, MF, and AF for recurring profit is 0.0169 (0.0080), 0.0145 (0.0069), and 0.0133 (0.0055), respectively. AF has the smallest average (median) absolute forecast errors followed by MF, and PAF has the largest average (median) absolute forecast errors. Figure 3 depicts the median forecast accuracy of all forecasted items in bar-chart form. The ordering of the forecast accuracy among PAF, MF, and AF remains the same. AF provides the most accurate forecast for all items, followed by MF and PAF.
Panel A of Table 9 presents the results of the paired forecast accuracy tests based on the number of observations. The first, second, and third rows compare the forecast accuracy between PAF and AF, PAF and MF, and MF and AF, respectively. For example, when the forecast accuracy of PAF and MF is compared for recurring profit forecasts in the second row of the third column of Panel A, PAF is more accurate than MF in 42.1% of the observations, PAF is as accurate as MF in 7.8% of the observations, and MF is more accurate than PAF in 50.1% of the observations. The forecast accuracy Note: This table presents the descriptive statistics of the forecast accuracy of previous analysts' forecasts, management forecasts, and current analysts' forecasts contained in analyst reports that are publicized simultaneously with management forecasts. The forecast accuracy is measured as the absolute value of the difference between actual and forecasted values deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts and the forecasted items that are investigated are sales (SALES), operating profit (OPEPROFIT), recurring profit (RECURPROFIT), and net income (NETINCOME). Note: This figure depicts the median forecast accuracy of previous analysts' forecasts (PAF), management forecasts (MF), and current analysts' forecasts (AF) contained in analyst reports that are publicized simultaneously with management forecasts. The forecast accuracy is measured as the absolute value of the difference between actual and forecasted values deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts and the forecasted items that are investigated are sales (SALES), operating profit (OPEPROFIT), recurring profit (RECURPROFIT), and net income (NETINCOME). Note that the median sales forecast accuracy is scaled by one-fifth to make it comparable to others.
Median forecast accuracy of PAF, MF, and AF and forecasted values deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. All forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts and the forecasted items investigated are sales (SALES), operating profit (OPEPROFIT), recurring profit (RECURPROFIT), and net income (NETINCOME). The mean and median differences in forecast accuracy are statistically tested using the paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and the respective test statistics are reported in Panel B. **, *, and † represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels.
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test between MF and AF for recurring profit forecasts in the third row of the third column of Panel A reveals that MF is more accurate than AF in 31.6% of the observations, MF is as accurate as AF in 13.3% of the observations, and AF is more accurate than MF in 55.1% of the observations. The results of other forecasted items are similar to those of recurring profit forecasts. The mean and median differences in forecast accuracy between PAF and AF, PAF and MF, and MF and AF are statistically tested using the paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and the results are reported in Panel B of Table 9 . The results of both statistical tests indicate that AF is significantly more accurate than PAF, MF is significantly more accurate than PAF, and AF is significantly more accurate than MF for all forecasted items at the 1% level except for the mean difference between MF and AF for net income, which is statistically significant only at the 10% level.
Overall, the results presented in Table 9 reveal that management forecasts are more accurate than previous analysts' forecasts but less accurate than concurrently released analysts' forecasts. The superiority of current analysts' forecasts over management forecasts in terms of forecast accuracy may explain the stock market's greater reliance on current analysts' forecasts over management forecasts.
Additional Analysis
The Impact of Ex Post Forecast Accuracy on the Information Content of Analysts' Earnings Forecasts
The findings in the previous sections show that current analysts' earnings forecasts are informative to the market and significantly more accurate than concurrently announced management earnings forecasts. This raises the question of whether the stock market reacts to current analysts' earnings forecasts unconditionally, even when analysts' forecasts are ex post less accurate than management forecasts.
In order to answer this question, I use two subsamples of analyst reports in which current analysts' earnings forecasts are (i) ex post more accurate than management earnings forecasts and (ii) ex post less accurate than management earnings forecasts. The results of re-estimating Eq. (4) with the two subsamples are reported in Table 10 .
The first column of Table 10 shows the estimated results of Eq. (4) using all observations. The second and third columns of Table 10 present the estimated results for subsamples (i) and (ii), respectively. The estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF are both significantly positive: 1.1320 for the subsample (i) and 0.9890 for the subsample (ii). However, while the estimated coefficient of ΔAEF_ MEF for subsample (i) is significantly positive, 1.1263 (t-statistic = 4.93), the estimated coefficient for subsample (ii) is not statistically significant, 0.4773 (t-statistic = 1.00). These findings indicate that the market responds to analysts' earnings forecasts only when they provide better forecasts than corporate managers. It appears that the stock market is able to discern the relative ex post forecast accuracy of analysts' earnings forecasts and reacts only to those forecasts that are ex post more accurate than management forecasts.
The Impact of Other Firm-Specific Factors
Prior literature has identified a number of factors associated with the market reaction to the release of analysts' stock ratings and earnings forecasts. First, firm size and the number of analysts following a firm are often used as proxies for the amount of pre-disclosure information available for a firm (Atiase, 1985; Stickel, 1995; Asquith et al., 2005) . Since less information is likely to be available to investors about smaller or less widely-followed firms, the market reaction to the release of analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts is expected to be greater in magnitude for these firms than for larger or more widely-followed firms. Second, Michaely and Womack (1999) document that the mean excess returns around buy recommendations are lower when the recommendations are made by underwriters rather than by non-underwriters, thereby suggesting that the market discounts the value of underwriter buy recommendations compared to those of non-underwriters. Third, analysts with better reputations are expected to have more influence than others on the stock market. Stickel (1995) finds that rating upgrades (downgrades) from first-team All-American analysts trigger an incremental price increase (decrease) of 1.18% (-0.79%) beyond that associated with non-AllAmericans. Fourth, Skinner and Sloan (2002) document that growth firms with high market-tobook ratios exhibit an asymmetrically large negative price response to negative surprises of actual Note: This table examines the impact of the relative ex post forecast accuracy between current analysts' earnings forecasts (AEF) and management earnings forecasts (MEF) on the incremental information content of these earnings forecasts. The following regression model is estimated using only the subsample of analyst reports that are publicized concurrently with management forecasts.
where CAR (0,+1) is the cumulative abnormal stock return (raw return minus the market model predicted return) over a two day window comprising the day of the analyst report release and the following trading day, UPSTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to strong buy and zero otherwise, UPBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are upgraded to buy and zero otherwise, RESTRBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from strong buy and zero otherwise, REBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from buy and zero otherwise, REHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are unchanged from hold or sell and zero otherwise, DNBUY is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to buy and zero otherwise, DNHOLDSELL is an indicator variable taking the value of one if analysts' ratings are downgraded to hold or sell and zero otherwise, ΔMEF_PAEF is management recurring profit forecasts (MEF) minus analysts' previous recurring profit forecasts (PAEF) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year, and ΔAEF_MEF is analysts' current recurring profit forecasts (AEF) minus management recurring profit forecasts (MEF) deflated by the MVE at the beginning of the fiscal year. All earnings forecasts are one-year-ahead annual forecasts. t-statistics are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. ** and * represent two-tailed significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.
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earnings. Asquith et al. (2005) also report similar results for rating downgrade announcements. Thus, on the basis of the findings in prior studies, I investigate the impact of five firm-specific factors-firm size, analyst following, analyst reputation, underwriting relationship, and firm growth-on market reaction to the simultaneous releases of management earnings forecasts and analysts' rating and earnings forecasts. One problem associated with this test is that the sample must be divided into good and bad news because the signs of estimated coefficients of certain factors are predicted to vary depending on the content of the news. For example, while the sign of the estimated coefficient of firm size is expected to be negative for good news, the opposite sign is predicted for bad news. Concurrent announcements of management and analysts' forecasts make it more difficult to distinguish whether the announcements contain good or bad news overall. Therefore, I divide the sample by the sign of CAR, which means that if an announcement is associated with a positive (negative) CAR, it is considered to be good (bad) news.
I estimate a version of Eq. (4) modified to include proxies for firm size, analyst following, analyst reputation, underwriting relationship, and firm growth. where SIZE is the log of market value of equity, NUMANAL is the number of analysts following the firm as reported by IFIS Consensus Data, STAR is an indicator variable taking the value of one if the analyst is chosen as the top analyst at least once in the Nikkei Veritas analyst rankings during the 2005-2007 period and zero otherwise, UNDWRITE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if the brokerage house is the lead managing underwriter of the firm and zero otherwise, and BMR is the firm's book-to-market ratio. The definitions of other variables are the same as those in Eq. (4). The first and second columns of Table 11 present the results of estimating Eq. (6) on the good news and bad news subsamples, respectively. The results indicate that although the signs of the estimated coefficients of these firm-specific variables are generally consistent with the expected signs, their statistical significance is weak. The only significant variables are STAR for the good news subsample and NUMANAL and BMR for the bad news subsample. These findings suggest that analysts with better reputations have a more positive impact on the market in the case of good news, and that the market reaction is less negative for more widely-followed firms and more negative for higher growth firms in the case of bad news.
With regard to analyst report variables, the noteworthy results from Table 7 still hold. The estimated coefficients of ΔMEF_PAEF and ΔAEF_MEF are positive and significant for both subsamples; this indicates that the information content of management and analysts' earnings forecasts remains intact after controlling for the impact of other firm-specific factors.
Conclusion
The literature on financial analysts asserts that there are two main sources of value that analysts bring to the market (Park and Pincus, 2000; Ivković and Jegadeesh, 2004) . First, analysts' value may lie in their skills to interpret public signals through their expertise. Second, analysts' service may lie in their ability to acquire private signals through their independent research. While analysts' roles as acquirers of new information through their own research are well documented in the literature, their roles as interpreters of public information have not been thoroughly explored thus far (Asquith et al., 2005) .
The primary goal of this paper is to investigate whether analysts possess valuable expertise for interpreting public information. Toward this goal, I examine the incremental informativeness of analyst reports released contemporaneously with companies' earnings forecasts, which is probably one of the most important sources of public information. Using 2,277 analyst reports published during the two-year period from July 2005 through June 2007 covering 399 firms, I first replicate prior research and find that both analysts' ratings and earnings forecast revisions are informative to the market. Next, I examine the timing of the publication of analyst reports relative to the announcement of companies' earnings forecasts. I find that over half of the analyst reports (1,062 reports) are issued on the day after the announcement of management earnings forecasts. Since the vast majority of companies announce earnings forecasts after the market closes for the day and analysts disseminate where SIZE is the log of market value of equity, NUMANAL is the number of analysts following the firm as reported by IFIS Consensus Data, STAR is an indicator variable taking the value of one if the analyst is chosen as the top analyst at least once in the Nikkei Veritas analyst rankings during the 2005-2007 period and zero otherwise, UNDWRITE is an indicator variable taking the value of one if the brokerage house is the lead managing underwriter of the firm and zero otherwise, and BMR is the firm's book-to-market ratio. Other variables are defined in Table 10 . t-statistics are calculated using White (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors. ** and * represent one-tailed significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels.
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the reports for their clients before the market opens the next morning, these analyst reports are practically released contemporaneously with management forecasts. Thereafter, I investigate the information content of analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts using only the subsample of analyst reports that occur with management earnings forecasts. I find that analysts' ratings and earnings forecasts have incremental information content beyond information provided by management forecasts. Controlling for the impact of actual earnings at annual earnings announcements does not materially change the results.
The results of the incremental informativeness of analysts' forecasts in the presence of management forecasts indicate that the market relies more on analysts' forecasts than on management forecasts. When the ex post forecast accuracy of management earnings forecasts and concurrently released analysts' earnings forecasts is compared, the results show that analysts' forecasts are significantly more accurate than management forecasts. This finding may partially explain why investors depend more on analysts' outlooks than on corporate managers' views of future earnings.
In summary, this paper presents strong evidence that the stock market reacts to forecast information contained in an analyst report beyond forecast information that is publicly disseminated by companies' managers. The stock market's reaction may be justified by the ex post higher accuracy of analysts' earnings forecasts than simultaneously announced management earnings forecasts. These findings indicate that security analysts are not merely reiterating publicly announced information, but are adding value to the market by providing new analysis and assessment of companies' future performance.
